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Abstract 
A graph G admits a tree-partition of width k if its vertex set can be partitioned into sets of 
size at most k so that the graph obtained by identifying the vertices in each set of the partition, 
and then deleting loops and parallel edges, is a forest. In the paper, we characterize the classes 
of graphs (finite and infinite) of bounded tree-partition-width in terms of excluded topological 
minors. 
I. Introduction 
Frequently in graph theory and its applications, it is important o identify graphs that 
exhibit some tree structure. One such structure is the well-known tree-decomposition. 
In this paper, we investigate a similar such structure called tree-partition, which has 
been studied by Halin [2] and Seese [7]. Roughly speaking (a formal definition is given 
later in this section), a graph G admits a tree-partition of width k if its vertex set can 
be partitioned into sets of size at most k so that the graph obtained by identifying the 
vertices in each set of the partition, and then deleting loops and parallel edges, is a 
forest. 
The main result of this paper will be stated as Theorem 1.2. This theorem asserts 
that a (finite or infinite) graph G does not admit a tree-partition of small width if and 
only if G contains a topological minor isomorphic to a large member from any of 
the four specified families of finite graphs. In [2], Halin proved a similar result which 
characterized the class of graphs that admit a tree-partition such that each set of the 
partition is finite. Halin's characterization was also in terms of excluded topological 
minors, but it involved only three specific infinite graphs. It could be expected that 
the graphs in Theorem 1.2 are, in some sense, finite versions of those infinite graphs. 
Indeed, we show that excluding such finite versions of Halin's graphs is necessary for 
bounding tree-partition-width, but, surprisingly, it is not sufficient. To obtain conditions 
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that are both necessary and sufficient for bounded tree-partition-width, one must also 
bound the size of the graphs from another family of finite graphs, which have no 
infinite analog in Halin's result. In order to state Theorem 1.2 more precisely, we need 
more definitions. 
Graphs in this paper may be finite or infinite, but may not have loops or multiple 
edges. Maximal connected subgraphs of a graph G will be called components of G, 
and maximal 2-connected subgraphs of G will be called blocks of G. Let G be a graph, 
let T be a tree, and, for all vertices t of T, let Xt be a non-empty set so that (Xt)tEV(T) 
is a partition of the vertex set of G. The pair O = (T,(Xt)tev(r)) is a tree-partition of 
G if, for every edge {v, v ~} of G, either there is a vertex t of T for which Xt contains 
both v and v t, or there are two neighboring vertices t and t t of T so that Xt contains 
v, and Xt, contains v'. The width of 69 is the least integer k such that [Xtl<~k for all 
vertices t of T, or infinity if no such integer exists. The tree-partition-width of G is 
the minimum width of all tree-partitions of G. 
Formally, a graph parameter is a function that, for every graph, takes a value that 
is either a non-negative integer or infinity. A graph parameter ~ is bounded for a class 
(3 of graphs if there is an integer k such that ~(G) is at most k for every graph G in 
G. Two graph parameters ~ and fl are tied for G if ~ is bounded for a subclass G' of 
G exactly when fl is bounded for G ~. The parameters ~ and fl are tied if they are tied 
for the class of all graphs. Below we present an alternative way to define when two 
graph parameters are tied, which will be useful later in the paper. It is easy to verify 
the following: 
(1.1) Two graph parameters ~and fl are tied for a class G of graphs if and only 
if there are two functions f and 9 such that, for every graph G in G, either both 
~(G) and [3(G) are infinite, or ~(G)<~f([3(G)) and ~(G)<<,g(~(G)). 
Let G be a graph. The sets of vertices and edges of G will be denoted by V(G) 
and E(G), respectively. If P is a path of G with endvertices u and v, then P is called 
a uv-path. The length of P is IE(P)[. Let u and v be vertices of G. Then the distance 
between u and v is the length of a shortest uv-path in G, or infinity if no such path 
exists. The degree of u in G will be denoted by dG(u), and the maximum degree of 
G will be denoted by AG. 
Now we shall describe the graphs that will be shown to be, in a sense, essential for 
large tree-partition-width. To define the first of these, the n-wall, we need an auxiliary 
definition. For a positive integer n, the n-grid is the graph whose vertex set is the set of 
ordered pairs of integers (i,j) such that both i and j are in {1,2 . . . . .  n}. Two vertices 
(i,j) and ( i ' , f)  of the n-grid form an edge if and only if [ i - i ' l+[ j - f [  = 1. The n-wall 
is constructed from the n-grid by deleting all edges of the form {(2 i ,2 j -  1), (2i,2j)} 
for all integers i and j such that 2<~2i<~n a d 1 <~2j<~n, and deleting all edges of the 
form {(2 i -  1 ,2 j ) , (2 i -  1 ,2 j+ 1)} for all integers i and j such that 1~<2i- l~<n and 
2 ~< 2)" + 1 ~< n. The 7-wall is shown in Fig. 1. 
Two paths in a graph G are independent if no internal vertex of one is also a vertex 
of the other. A graph H is a subdivision of a graph G if H can be obtained from G 
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by replacing its edges by pairwise independent paths. The wall number of a graph G 
is the largest integer n such that G contains a subgraph isomorphic to a subdivision of 
the n-wall, or infinity if no such integer exists. 
An n-fan is a graph obtained from a path on n vertices by adding a new vertex and 
making this vertex adjacent to all the vertices of the path. A graph obtained from Kl,, 
by replacing each of its edges by n independent paths of length two will be called an 
n-star. Similarly, a graph obtained from a path with n edges by replacing each of its 
edges by n independent paths of length two will be called an n-path. For examples 
of a 7-fan, a 4-path, and a 4-star, see Fig. 1. For a (possibly infinite) graph G, the 
fan number, the path number, and the star number of G are the largest integers f ,  
p, and s, respectively, such that G contains a subgraph isomorphic to a subdivision of 
an f-fan, a p-path, and an s-star. As in previous definitions, if a number f ,  p, or s 
described above does not exist, then the corresponding parameter is infinity. 
The main theorem of this paper states, informally speaking, that a (possibly infinite) 
graph has small tree-partition-width if and only if its wall number, fan number, path 
number, and star number are all small. Formally: 
Theorem 1.2. Let 7 denote the maximum of the wall number, the fan number, the 
path number, and the star number. Then 7 and the tree-partition-width are tied. 
Remark. If H is a subdivision of G, it is clear that 7(G)~< 7(H). But the analogous 
inequality does not hold for tree-partition-width. It is possible that the tree-partition- 
width of a graph G exceeds the tree-partition-width of some subdivision H of G. An 
example of two such graphs is shown in Fig. 2. It is easy to see that the graph H 
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from Fig. 2 has a tree-partition of width three and it is straightforward, if tedious, to 
verify that the tree-partition-width of G is four. From Theorem 1.2, however, we may 
derive the following inequality. 
Corollary 1.3. There is a function f such that if H is a subdivision of G and the 
tree-partition-width of H is n, then the tree-partition-width of G is at most f(n). 
One of the important tools in proving Theorem 1.2 will be the concept of tree-width, 
which is defined below. Let G be a graph and let ¢9 be the pair (T,(Xt)t~v(r)) which 
consists of a tree T and a multiset whose elements Xt, indexed by the vertices of T, are 
subsets of V(G). For a vertex v of G, we denote by Tv the subgraph of T induced by 
those vertices t of T for which Xt contains v. Then O is called a tree-decomposition 
of G if it satisfies the two conditions below. 
(1.4) The union, over all vertices t of T, of the subgraphs of G induced by Xt 
equals G. 
(1.5) For every vertex v of G, the subgraph Tt, of T is a tree. 
The width of O is the maximum, over all vertices t of T, of ]Xtl- 1 (or infinity if 
this maximum does not exist), and the tree-width of G is the minimum of the widths 
of all its tree-decompositions. 
It is worth pointing out the following result of Robertson and Seymour [5] (see also 
[6]), which may be viewed as an analog of Theorem 1.2. 
Theorem 1.6. The tree-width and the wall number are tied for the class of finite 
9raphs; that is, there are two functions 9 and h such that if G is a finite 9raph of 
tree-width t and wall number w, then t~<g(w) and w<~h(t). 
Thus the only obstacle to small tree-width is a large wall. 
Our proof of Theorem 1.2 will proceed as follows. In Section 2, we shall use a 
result of [ 1 ] to show that the tree-partition-width and the tree-width are tied for classes 
of finite graphs of bounded maximum degree. This result will be used in Section 3 to 
show that 7 is bounded above by a function of the tree-partition-width. In Section 4, 
we shall use the result of Section 2 again to prove that, for the class of finite graphs, 
the tree-partition-width is bounded above by a function of 7. Section 5 contains a 
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compactness argument that extends the result of Section 4 to the class of all (possibly 
infinite) graphs. 
2. Tree-partition-width and tree-width 
This section contains the following theorem, which describes a relationship between 
tree-partition-width and tree-width of finite graphs. 
Theorem 2.1. For the class of finite graphs, let w denote the tree-width, let p denote 
the tree-partition-width, and let A denote the larger of the maximum degree and one. 
Then p<.24wA and w<~2p- 1. 
Before proving Theorem 2.1, we observe the following immediate corollaries. 
Corollary 2.2. For the class of finite graphs, let ~ denote the larger of the tree- 
partition-width and the maximum degree, and let [3 denote the larger of the tree-width 
and the maximum degree. Then ct and [3 are tied. 
Corollary 2.3. Let ~ be a class of finite graphs whose maximum degree is bounded 
Then the tree-partition-width and the tree-width are tied for F. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The first inequality of Theorem 2.1 was shown in [1]. The 
second inequality was shown in [7], but its proof is quite simple, and so we include 
it here for the reader's convenience. Suppose that (T,(Xt)tevlr)) is a tree-partition of 
G whose width is p. Construct he tree T* from T by subdividing every edge of T 
with a new vertex. Now define Xt* : Xt if t is a vertex of T, and Xt* = Xt, U Xr, 
if t is a vertex of T* that subdivided the edge {F,t"} of T. It is easy to see that 
(T*,(Xt*)t~v~r.)) is a tree-decomposition of G whose width is at most 2p-  1. The 
result follows. [] 
3. Tree-partition-width of the obstacles 
In this section, we prove the part of Theorem 1.2 which states that if the tree- 
partition-width of a graph G is small, then 7(G) is also small. Formally: 
(3.1) For every positive integer m, there is an integer M such that if the tree- 
partition-width of a graph G is at most m, then 7(G) is at most M. 
We begin with the following simple observation. 
(3.2) I f  G is a subgraph of H, then the tree-partition-width of G is less than or 
equal to the tree-partition-width of H. 
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Since the maximum degree of a subdivision of the m-wall is at most three, we 
conclude from Corollary 2.3 and Theorem 1.6 that the wall number and the tree- 
partition-width are tied for subdivisions of walls. Thus, by (1.1): 
(3.3) There is a function jl such that, for every positive integer m, the tree-partition- 
width of every subdivision of the jl(m)-wall is at least m. 
A path is non-trivial if it has at least two edges. Let (T, (Xt)tEV(T)) be a tree-partition 
of a graph G and let s, t be distinct vertices of T. Let P be a non-trivial path of G 
such that the endvertices of P are contained in Xs and Xt, respectively. Then it is easy 
to verify the following. 
(3.4) I f  s and t are adjacent in T, then at least one of Xs and Xt contains an internal 
vertex of P. 
(3.5) I f  u is an internal vertex of the st-path in T, then Xu contains an internal 
vertex of P. 
Now we shall investigate the tree-partition-width of a subdivision of a large fan. We 
shall prove the following. 
(3.6) There is a function j2 such that, for every positive integer m, the tree-partition- 
width of a subdivision of a j2(m)-fan is at least m. 
Proof. Let j2(1) = 1 and j2(m) = 2(m - 1)  2 for m > 1. We claim that j2 satisfies 
(3.6). The claim is trivial if m E {1,2} and thus we assume that m > 2. Let G be 
a j2(m)-fan and let v be the vertex of G adjacent o all the other vertices in G. We 
argue by contradiction. Suppose that H is a subdivision of G and (T,(Xt)tcv(r)) is a 
tree-partition of H such that its width is less than m. Let to denote the vertex of T 
such that v E Xto and, for each component S of T - to, let Ys denote the union of Xt's 
over all t in S. Observe that H - v is a subcubic tree and hence the deletion of any 
vertex from any subgraph of H - v introduces at most two more components. Since 
Xto contains at most m -2  vertices other than v, we conclude that H-)(t0 has at most 
2m-  3 components. It follows that T - to  also has at most 2m-  3 components and thus 
there is a component S of T -  to such that Ys contains at least /I V(G-Xto )[/(2m- 3)], 
/ / 
and hence at least m, vertices in V(G - v). Let s be the vertex of S that is adjacent 
to to in T. From (3.5) it follows that, for every vertex u in V(G - v) A Ys, the set 
Xs contains either u or an internal vertex of the uv-path of H that corresponds to the 
edge {u,v} of G. Therefore IXsr>~m; a contradiction. [] 
For a positive integer m, a graph obtained from a tree T by replacing each of 
its edges by at least m independent on-trivial paths will be called an m-multiple of T. 
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Next we show that if T is a large tree and m is a large integer, then the tree-partition- 
width of the m-multiple of T is also large. More precisely: 
(3.7) I f  T is a tree with m vertices, j3(m) = 2m - 1, and G is a j3(m)-multiple of  
T, then the tree-partition-width of  G is at least m. 
Proof. The claim is trivial if m = 1; hence we assume that m ~>2. Suppose that 
(S,(Xs)seV(S)) is a tree-partition of G of width less than m. Let {x,y} be an edge 
of T. Then G has 2m - 1 independent non-trivial xy-paths. From (3.4) and (3.5), it 
follows that there is a vertex s of S such that {x,y} C Xs. Since T is connected, it 
follows that V(T)C_X~; a contradiction. Thus (3.7) follows. [] 
Now we complete the proof of (3.1). 
Proof of (3.1). For a positive integer m, let M denote the maximum of j l (m + 1) -  1, 
j2(rn + 1 ) - 1, and j3(m + 1 ) - 1, where j l ,  j2 and j3 are the functions defined in (3.3), 
(3.6), (3.7), respectively. Then (3.1) follows immediately from (3.2), (3.3), (3.6), and 
(3.7). [] 
4. Bounding tree-partition-width of finite graphs 
In this section, we complete the proof of Theorem 1.2 for finite graphs by showing 
that the tree-partition-width of such graphs is bounded above by a function of y. More 
precisely, we show that: 
(4.1) For every positive integer m, there is a positive integer mo such that, for  every 
finite graph G with 7(G)~<m, the tree-partition-width of  G is at most too. 
We shall break the proof of (4.1) into the proofs of a sequence of statements (4.2)-  
(4.6). In these statements, we shall describe numbers ml, m2, m3, m4, and ms, each 
dependent on m, which will be used to define m0. 
(4.2) There is an integer ml such that every tree with ml edges contains a path 
with m + 1 edges, or a star with m + 1 edges. 
Proof. Let 91(1) = 1 and let 91(n) = n + n(n - 1) + .-. + n(n-  1)Fn/2]-I for n~>2. 
It is straightforward to verify that every tree with at least 91(n)+ 1 edges has a path 
with n + 1 edges or a vertex of degree at least n + 1. Let ml = 91(m) + 1. Then (4.2) 
follows. [] 
For a positive integer n, the n-link G n of G is the graph having vertex set V(G) such 
that two vertices x and y form an edge if and only if there are n pairwise independent 
non-trivial xy-paths in G. 
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(4.3) There is an integer m2 such that every component of G m2 has at most ml 
vertices. 
Proof. Let g2(n) - - (nm + 1)(m + 1) and let m2 = ga(m). Suppose the assertion fails. 
Then G "2 contains a subtree T with m l edges. Thus, by (4.2), G m2 contains a path T ~ 
with m + 1 edges, or a star T" with m + 1 edges. We shall only consider the former 
case; the proof in the latter case is very similar. 
We shall obtain a contradiction by producing a subgraph of G that is a subdivision 
of an (m + 1)-path, or an (m + 1)-fan. Suppose xo,xl . . . . .  x,,,+l is the list of all the 
vertices of T ~ and these vertices appear on T ~ in the described order. Let U be the 
subpath of T p that has x0 as an endvertex and is the longest such path for which 
G has a subgraph H that is an (m + 1)-multiple of U. Let k be such that xk = x0 
if U has no edges; otherwise let k be such that xk is the endvertex of U different 
from x0. If  k -- m + 1, then G contains an (m + 1 )-multiple of T', contrary to the 
assumption that the path number of G is at most m. Hence {Xk,Xk+l } is an edge of T ~, 
and, consequently, G contains a set n of m2 pairwise independent non-trivial xkxk+l- 
paths. 
For each path P in n, let x(P) be the vertex in V(P) N V(H) such that no vertex 
of P lying between Xk+l and x(P) is in V(H). Let n ~ be the subset of n consisting of 
the paths P for which x(P) ~ xk. If n ~ contains fewer than km(m + 1 ) + 1 paths, then 
there are at least m + 1 paths in 7r \ n t, and, for every path P in n \ n', the vertex x(P) 
coincides with xk; a contradiction to the choice of U. 
We have shown that n ~ contains at least km(m + 1 )+ i paths. Observe that H is 
composed of k(m + 1 ) paths, each of which has endvertices xi and Xi+l for some i in 
{0, 1 . . . . .  k -  1 }. Thus it follows from the pigeon-hole principle that there is a subset 
n" of n' that contains m + 1 paths so that the vertices x(P) for all the paths P in n" lie 
on a common path R of H. Since the paths in n are pairwise independent, he vertices 
X(Pl ) and x(P2), for any two distinct paths P1 and P2 in n", are different. Thus the 
graph composed of R and all the paths in n" contains a subdivision of the (m + 1 )-fan 
as a subgraph, contrary to the assumption that the fan number of G is at most m. [] 
I f  n is a positive integer, then the n-reduction of G is the graph whose vertex set 
is the set of components of G ~, and such that two vertices X and Y form an edge if 
and only if there are vertices x of X and y of Y for which {x, y} is an edge of G. 
(4.4) There is a function g3 such that, for every b>~ max{mj + 1,m2}, the maximum 
degree of every block of the b-reduction of G is at most g3(b). 
Proof. Let g3(b) - -ml  (g l (b -  1)÷ l), where gl is defined in the proof of (4.2). 
We argue by contradiction. Assume that, for some b~> max{m1 + 1,m2}, there is 
a block H of the b-reduction of G and a vertex X of H such that dn(X) > g3(b). 
From (4.3) we conclude that ]V(X)I<.ml < b. Then we claim that, for every other 
component Yof G b, there is a component G' of G-  V(X) such that V(Y)C V(Gt). 
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Suppose not. Then, since Y is connected in G b, there are distinct components G' 
and G" of  G - V(X) each of which contains an endvertex of an edge {y ' ,y '}  
of Y. It follows that there are b pairwise independent non-trivial yy ' -paths  in G. 
This is impossible since I V(X)l < b and y',  y"  belong to different components of 
G - V(X). 
Therefore, since H -X  is a connected subgraph of the b-reduction of  G, there is 
a component Go of G - V(X) that contains all the vertices of every element Y of 
V(H -X). It follows that there are at least 93(b)+ 1 edges {x,y} of G such that 
x E V(X) and y E V(Go). By (4.3), IV(X)l<~ml and hence, by the definition of  93, 
there is a vertex x0 of X that is joined by at least 91(b-  1)+2 edges of G to vertices 
of V(Go). Let G, = G(V(Go) • {x0}), the subgraph of G induced by V(Go) U {x0}. 
Let N be the set of vertices of G1 that are incident o x0. Since Gl -x0  is connected, 
it has a spanning tree R. Let S be the smallest subtree of R whose vertex set contains 
N. It is clear that all the leaves of  S are contained in N. Let M be the set of those 
vertices of  S whose degrees in S are at least three. Then we define a new tree T on 
M U N such that two vertices u, v of M U N form an edge if and only if there are 
no other vertices of M U N in the unique uv-path in S. It is easy to see that S is a 
subdivision of T. Since I M u N I/> I N 1/> 91 (b -  1 ) + 2, the tree T has at least 91 (b -  1 ) + 1 
edges. It follows that T has either a vertex of degree at least b or a path with b edges. 
In the first case, it is clear that G1 contains a subgraph isomorphic to a subdivision 
of Kz, b. This contradicts the fact that x0 is the only vertex of X, a component of G b, 
that is in GI. In the second case, it is clear that GI contains a subdivision of a b-fan. 
It is easy to check that b>~ml + 1 ~>m + 1 and hence G also contains a subdivision 
of an (m + 1 )-fan, which contradicts the assumption that the fan number of  G is 
at most m. [] 
(4.5) There is an integer m3 such that, for every b>~m3, the tree-width of the 
b-reduction of G is at most m3. 
Proof. Let m3 = 9(m)+ 2, where 9 is the function from Theorem 1.6. Then G has 
a tree-decomposition O = (T,(Xt)t~v(r)) of width m3 -2 .  Let H be the b-reduction 
of  G. Then let ~9' -- (T,(Yt)t~v(r)) where each Yt is the set of components C of G b 
that meet Xt. Clearly, IYt[<~lXtl<~m3 - 1 for all t E V(T). It remains to show that 
0 '  is a tree-decomposition f H. For every edge {C,D} of H, there are vertices u 
of C and v of  D such that {u,v} is an edge of G. Let t be a vertex of T such that 
Xt 2{u,v}. Since Xt meets both C and D, we conclude that Yt ~_{C,D} and thus 6~' 
satisfies (1.4). Suppose now that 19' does not satisfy (1.5). Then there is a vertex C of 
H such that Tc is not a tree. Equivalently, by the definition of 0 I, there are vertices 
r, s, and t of T such that r and s are contained in different components of T - t but 
Xt N V(C) = ~ and both Xr and Xs meet C. Since C is connected in G b, we may 
choose r and s in such a way that there are vertices u E Xr fq V(C) and v E Xs fq V(C) 
such that {u, v} is an edge of C. From the definition of  C, we conclude that there 
are b pairwise independent non-trivial uv-paths in G. It is an easy consequence of 
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(1.5), since ~9 is a tree-decomposition, that each of those paths has an intemal vertex 
in Xt. (A proof may be found, for example, in [4].) Yet b/> m3 and IX, l~< m3 -- 1; a 
contradiction. [] 
(4.6) There are integers m4 and m5 such that the tree-partition-width of the 
m4-reduction of  G is at most ms. 
Proof. Let m4 = max{ml + 1,m2,m3}, let k = max{m3,g3(m4)}, and let m5 = 576k 5. 
The following is a consequence of (4.4), (4.5), and Theorem 2.1. 
(1) Every block of  H has maximum degree at most k and tree-partition-width at
most 24k 2. 
Let K be a block of  H and let v be a vertex of  K. A tree-partition (S,(Y~)sev(s)) 
of K isolates v if the set Ys that contains v contains no other vertices. First, we claim 
that, for each block K of  H and any given vertex v of K, there is a tree-partition of 
K of  width at most m5 that isolates v. Let (T,(Xt)tcv(n) be an optimal tree-partition 
of K and let to denote the vertex of T such that v C )(to. Since K is 2-connected, we 
conclude from (1) that dr(to) < 24k 3. Let U denote the set of  vertices incident to 
to in T. Then we define the desired tree-partition (S,(Ys)scv(s)) of K as follows. The 
tree S is constructed from T by identifying all the vertices in U. More precisely, let 
V(S) = (V(T)  \ U) U{u}, where u is a new vertex; for the edges of  S we take all the 
edges of  T - U as well as the new edges of the form (u, t} for all vertices t which 
have neighbors in U. Let Yto -- {v}, Yu = (X,0 \ {v}) U UtEuXt, and Yt = Xt for all 
the remaining vertices t of S. It is easy to verify that S,(Ys)~v(s)) is a tree-partition 
of K with the required properties. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that H is connected. We prove (4.6) by 
induction on the number b of blocks of  H. If b = 1, the result is clear. If b > 1, we 
choose a block K of H such that there is only one vertex v of  K for which H - v 
is disconnected. Then L = H - V(K - v) has fewer than b blocks. By our induction 
hypothesis, there is a tree-partition (S, (Y~)~v(s)) of L whose width is at most ms. Let 
(R,(Zr)r~V(R)) be a tree-partition of K that isolates v and has width at most ms. Let so 
and r0 be the vertices of  S and R, respectively, that contain v. Then we define a tree- 
partition (T,(Xt)t~v(r)) of H as follows. Let T be the tree obtained from the disjoint 
union of  S and R by identifying so and r0 to form a new vertex to. Let Xto -- Yso and 
let Xt equal Yt or Zt depending on whether t is in V(S - so) or in V(R - ro). It is 
clear from the choice of K and v that (T,(Xt)t~v(r)) is a tree-partition of H of width 
at most ms and thus the proof of (4.6) is completed. [] 
We are now ready to prove (4.1). 
Proof  of (4.1). Let H be the m4-reduction of  G and let m0 = reims. By (4.6), there 
is a tree-partition (T,(Yt)tcv(r)) of H whose width is at most ms. For every vertex 
t of  T, define Xt to be the union of  V(Z) over all Z in Yr. It is easy to see that 
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0 = (T,(Xt)t~v~r)) is a tree-partition of G. Moreover, from the definition of m4, it is 
clear that m4>~m2. It follows from (4.3) that IV(Z) I ~<ml for all Z in V(H), and thus 
the width of O is at most m0. [] 
Hence it follows that Theorem 1.2 holds for finite graphs. 
5. Bounding tree-partition-width of infinite graphs 
In this section, we complete the proof of Theorem 1.2 by showing the following. 
(5.1) For every positive integer m, there is a positive integer M such that if G 
is a (possibly infinite) graph with 7(G)<~m, then the tree-partition-width of G is 
at most M. 
We shall use a compactness argument to prove (5.1). There is a difficulty, how- 
ever, with applying such an argument here. Roughly speaking, applying a compactness 
argument here requires that the property of having tree-partition width at most n be 
verifiable locally, rather than globally. In the first part of this section, we shall formu- 
late such a local description of graphs with bounded tree-partition-width, and in the 
second part we shall apply Rado's Selection Principle to derive (5.1). Our idea for the 
proof was motivated by [3]. 
Suppose a graph has been constructed from a (possibly infinite) forest F by replacing 
each vertex v of F by a complete graph K,, on an arbitrary finite number of vertices, 
and replacing each edge {u,v} of F by all edges between V(K,) and V(Kv). Every 
graph that can be constructed in this way will be called a thicket. If n is a positive 
integer and G is a thicket such that each complete graph K,~ used in its construction 
has at most n vertices, then G is called an n-thicket. It is easy to verify the following. 
(5.2) A graph has tree-partition-width at most n if and only if it is a subgraph of 
an n-thicket. 
It is clear that a subgraph of a thicket may not be a thicket. However, since every 
induced subgraph of a complete graph is also complete, and every induced subgraph 
of a forest is also a forest, it follows that: 
(5.3) Every induced subgraph of a thicket is also a thicket. 
Our next result characterizes thickets in terms of excluded induced subgraphs. Let 
A and B denote the graphs shown in Fig. 3. 
Theorem 5.4. A (possibly infinite) graph G is a thicket if and only if no induced 
subgraph of G is isomorphic to a cycle on more than three vertices, the 4-fan, A, 
or B. 
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Proof. It is straightforward to verify that none of the 4-fan, A, B, and the cycles on 
more than three vertices is a thicket. Thus it follows from (5.3) that if G is a thicket, 
then it contains no induced subgraph isomorphic to any of these graphs. 
Suppose now that G is a graph that contains no induced subgraph isomorphic to 
a cycle on more than three vertices, the 4-fan, A, or B. We shall show that G is a 
thicket. For every vertex x of G, let N(x) denote the set of vertices whose distance 
from x in G does not exceed one. We define a binary relation R on V(G) by saying 
that two vertices x and y of G are in R if and only if N(x) = N(y). It is clear that 
R is an equivalence relation. Let G/R denote the graph whose vertex set is the set of 
equivalence classes of R, with two of such classes X and Y being joined by an edge 
if and only if G contains an edge joining a vertex in X to a vertex in Y. Next we 
make the following easy observation about G/R. 
(5.5) The vertices in an equivalence class of R induce a complete graph in G, and, 
for each edge {X, Y) of G/R, the edges of G between X and Y form a complete 
bipartite graph. 
From (5.5), we conclude the following. 
(5.6) Let J be an induced subgraph of G/R and, from each vertex X of J (which 
is also a subset of V(G)), pick a vertex vx of G. Then the subgraph of G induced 
by all the vertices Vx is isomorphic to J. 
To complete the proof of (5.4), we only need to show that: 
(5.7) G/R is a forest. 
Suppose not. Then G/R contains an induced cycle C. From (5.6), it follows that C 
has exactly three vertices Xl, 3(2, and X 3. Choose vertices xl, x2, and X 3 of G from XI, 
)(2, and X3, respectively. Then, since x2 and x3 belong to distinct equivalence classes, 
there is a vertex x4 of G, different from x2 and x3, that is adjacent o exactly one of 
x2 and x3 (say x3). We shall consider two cases depending on whether x4 is adjacent 
to Xl. Suppose first that {xl,x4} is an edge of G. Since Xl and x3 belong to distinct 
equivalence classes, we may assume that there is a vertex x5 of G, different from x3, 
that is adjacent o Xl but not x3. If x5 is adjacent o both x2 and x4, then {XE,Xa,X4,X5} 
induces a cycle in G; a contradiction. If x5 is adjacent o at most one of x2 and x4, 
then {XI,XE,X3,X4,X5} induces either the 4-fan or B in G; a contradiction again. Next, 
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we consider the case when {XI,X4} is not an edge of G. Following a similar argument, 
we may assume that there is a vertex x5 of G, different from xl, that is adjacent to x2 
but not to xl. If x5 is adjacent to x4 but not x3, then {x2,x3,x4,xs} induces a cycle in 
G; a contradiction. Otherwise, {xl,xz,x3,x4,xs} induces the 4-fan, A, or B in G; which 
is again impossible. [] 
The following is a simple observation about complete subgraphs of an n-thicket. We 
leave its proof to the reader. 
(5.8) Let n be a positive integer and G be a graph. 
(i) 
(ii) 
I f  G is an n-thicket, then G does not contain a complete subgraph on 2n + 1 
vertices. 
I f  G is a thicket and none of its subgraphs is isomorphic to Kzn+l, then G is 
a 2n-thicket. 
Intuitively, Theorem 5.4 and statement (5.8) above show that the property of having 
tree-partition-width at most n can be verified locally. In our proof of (5.1), we shall 
use Rado's Selection Principle, which is stated below. 
(5.9) Rado's Selection Principle. Let Z be a set and, for every finite subset X of Z, 
let f x be a function from X to {0, 1}. Then there is a function f from Z to {0, 1} 
such that, for every finite subset X of Z, there is a finite set Y with X c Y c Z and 
f (x )  = f r(x) for every x E X. 
Now we are ready to prove (5.1), 
Proof of (5.1). Suppose H is a finite subgraph of G and m0 is the number from (4.1). 
It is clear that y(H)~< m, and hence, by (4.1), the tree-partition-width of H is at most 
m0. From (5.2), it follows that H is a subgraph of an m0-thicket H*. 
Now consider the set Z = V(G) × V(G). For every finite subset X of Z, let Hx 
denote the subgraph of G edge-induced by X fq E(G). Define a function fx  from X 
to {0, 1} by 
1 if u and v are adjacent in H~; 
fx  ({u, v}) = 0 otherwise. 
Let f be as described in (5.9) and let G* denote the graph whose vertex set is V(G), 
and whose edges are those elements {u,v} of Z for which f ({u ,v})  = 1. It is easy 
to verify using Theorem 5.4 and (5.8)(i) that none of the induced subgraphs of G* 
is isomorphic to a cycle with more than three vertices, the 4-fan, A, B, or a complete 
graph on 2m0 + 1 vertices. Thus Theorem 5.4 and (5.8)(ii) imply that G* is a 2m0- 
thicket. Since G is a subgraph of G*, the result follows from (5.2). [] 
Upon combining (3.1), (5.1), and (1.1), Theorem 1.2 follows. 
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